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Session summary

Details per lap

The circuit is Hanoi is a love hit
hate it circuit. Tricky first, boring
second and super fast third sector.
Almost no chances to overtake,
except on the straights. This
session was a dry one with for
some a lonely drive and for some a
challenging one. Also a track where
the time difference is high. If we
compare it with Austria or Brazil fo
example, the pack is much closer
on those tracks. Reason must be
that drivers don’t race many times
in Vietnam.

L1-T1

The first lap, corners, were hectic.
One reason was that Samuel lost
connection and AI was controlling
his car till turn 2. During the VSC
there was some unlucky trouble
for Berry and Lexidas.
During the VSC the delta was high.
Overtaking is possible during high
delta to minimize the gap. All, keep
close attention to this. Try to keep
it at 1 second max.

L1-T5
VSC

Huub and Stef on their double debut.
Unlucky Huub hitting his brother
teammate in the back causing wing
damage. Chain-reacting at Timo causing
both McLaren drivers the same
problems.
GA LegendZz hits Lexidas and this
resulted in wing damage. This is worth a
license point. We think the awareness
wasn’t there.
Similar case for Huub on Berry. Also a
license point for the poor awareness
level in this incident.

Details per driver / team

*Note: not everyone will be mentioned.

Huub and Stef
We are very happy you two made it possible to race together. Unlucky race
for both. Never the less we are looking forward to next races!

Tip for Stef: when the VSC notice occurs, don’t push the brake to hard.
Someone else can be right behind you. Check the clip of WTZFLEX.
DenJef, Timo, Cringyy and Graat.
Probably one of the most boring races of their careers.
Lexidas and Iepovich NL
Close late battle. At the end of the long straight a (late) attempt to overtake.
The Mercedes driver not willing to give room and closed the door by
ignoring the red arrows. Was this on purpose to let the Renault driver know
his attempt was too late?

L7-T19

GA LegendZz retires the car.

L11-T2

EconomicBerry retires the car.

GEiT Samuel, Deauj and WTZFLEX
That save in L6 T2 was great Samuel!
Great battle seen between the three drivers. Also great comeback Deauj.
Good race!

L17

Huub got a flat trye. Wanted to get the
maximum out of the tyres after his Lap 1
pit stop. It didn’t work out and he retired
the car.

Stryher
We think it was a good session. Even if we have no footage. Maybe you can
stream on Twitch or make some clips. That way we can see some things and
give some comments! Thanks!
This is for all drivers of course!

After this poor first lap the rest
went steady. No connection issues
or incidents. Just a normal good
session.
Please check the details per lap. If
you have question don’t hesitate
to ask them.
The next race in China will be much
closer Is our prediction. Fun track
and maybe with some rain. This
would be first rainy session this
season.
Thanks for reading and stay
healthy!

Don’t agree with something? Please let us know!

